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Note from the Editor
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  First and foremost, I would like to thank everyone that
has submitted their work and the wonderful support
from the writing community online. The volume and
standard of work submitted greatly exceeded my
expectations for the first issue. The premier issue has
been split into two volumes. This first volume is
dedicated to wonderful poetry that has been submitted.
When approaching this project, there was no limit in
mind for how many pieces would be published. The
goal was to provide a platform for exceptional work, and
it did not feel right to reject wonderful pieces for the
sake of confining the issue to a limited number of
pieces. 

  Above all, it was extremely important to release a
publication that was free to access. Art should be
accessible for everyone to enjoy, and it is such a
pleasure to provide a platform for these wonderful
artists. 
  
  



  Lastly, I would like to thank my co-editors, Emily
Deverell & Cathal McGovern, for their hard work put
into these volumes. Their input into Thanks Hun has
not only made the release date achievable, but also
greatly contributed to the overall quality of this zine
that could not have been achieved without their
support. 

  Thank you to my amazing team, contributors and
readers for your ongoing support. 

Ciara O’Loughlin
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Co-editor Emily Deverell 
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Coda (A Sestina)
 

When the conductor puts his finger to his lips
the orchestra knows to be silent.
Except that’s not how you’re supposed to conduct
and the orchestra might not know what to do.
Everyone might have a panic attack all at once.
Everyone might forget how to fall in love.

Everyone might fall in love
except every love has a finger to its lips
as though love could only really happen once.
As if everyone can be happy and silent
at the same time as not knowing what to do.
Remember being a couple the moon conducted?

Remember being platelets the moon conducted,
blood rushing to the need to be in love?
If you don’t remember, it’s okay. I do.
Remember the orchestra tuned between our lips?
The orchestra knows how to be silent,
musicians know you only go to the coda once.

No repeats. You only go to the coda once.
The conductor knows silence is how to conduct.
When love dissipates, you can hear it in the silence.
The silence, it’s an inevitable by-product of love.
In silence, the edge of “Goodbye,” drapes your lips
and you never say it, but somehow, we both do.
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We never loved each other, but somehow, we both do.
In the occasional thought, all it takes is one “Once
upon an improvisation.” Throw away the hushed lips.
The conductor of love doesn’t know how to conduct.
There is no way to conduct yourself into falling in love.
All I’ve learned is how to be silent.

All love has taught me is how to be silent,
how to put out my hand and tell my misery, “I do.”
All my misery has taught me is how to fall in love
and have a panic attack all at once.
The song of our break-up is a code of conduct
for the space that grows between our lips,

for the changing tone that leaves our lips.
Like a properly tuned orchestra you conduct
we both say, “I’m not sure what it means, but I loved once.”

By Karl Killeen
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remember your first pack of bubble gum

cigarettes from that ice cream truck?

when fifty pence could get you just enough

frozen sugar milk shaped like pikachu

to make your stomach feel the same as when

your mother caught you in a dress.

By Karl Killeen

Cigarette Sweets
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Nude

have you ever seen a woman naked?
really naked  
her breasts pale and bare beside you  
the hair on her neck bristling;   
ribcage falling as she exhales, as her heart pumps blood into breath into life

has a naked woman ever slept beside you?
two shoulder blades splayed wide as an open journal
the trench between them littered with freckles, blackheads, 
pimples and a birthmark cast like a strange parasite  
a scar and battlefields of stretch marks on her bum  
which is lovely in its own way

has a woman ever been naked before you?  
really naked  
has she turned to face you after the golden hours fade, and said:  
“I’m afraid of the world and what it wants from me”  
“The things in my head don’t make sense”  
has she ever laid her forehead into the puzzle piece groove of your chest   
has she let it out, quietly or with a cry?

have you ever seen her naked?  
This woman without clothes or a wall about her 
trembling not from lack of warmth, nor out of shame  
baring her being: her solitary belly button,  
the shifting truths and kaleidoscope fears inside her soul  
do you coax them out with a warm, empathic coo?  
And as you have seen her, has she seen you? 

By Karl Killeen
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I have held myself together for so long that I will crumble into your arms the first time you hold
me. 

My breast will smear onto yours 
leaving a colorful trail of awakening. 
Unsaid words will spill out my ruptured mouth, 
a torrent of love and torment. 
My heart will shatter, finally escaping my stone-set ribcage; 
its shards will float away on the wind. 
Blood-red anxiety will pour down my cracked cheeks 
tired from hiding behind my eyes. 
My neck will collapse under the weight of my head 
which will fall, heavy, on your shoulder. 
My severed hands will find their home 
wrapped around your waist.

Winter's Tale: In which the stature of the queen comes to life

By Emma Florez
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Behold the Court Poet
 

 with resentful acknowledgement of William Carlos Williams

Tomorrow, my feet will dance on air
if the king has his way.

Today, I paint the sign:
BEHOLD THE COURT POET
HANGING FOR HIS CRIMES.
HE PLAGIARIZED.
HE MADE UP WORDS.
WORSE YET, HE WAS GLIBE.

A nice sign
with a fairly decent rhyme,
but the words just weren’t mine.

So I write another sign:
BEHOLD THE COURT POET
EVER STOIC,
AND DAMN
IF HE AIN’T HEROIC.

The king shakes his head. He says,
“At sunrise you die.”
He sighs. “To think
that I had hoped you’d make amends.
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I smile, though, ‘cause I know
so much depends upon

a red wheel
barrow

glazed with rain
water

beside the white
chickens.

By J. V. Sumpter
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tongue:
his english is not the best 
but he is killing it 
with his vibe (real earnest)
he wants to look inside the flower 
to see how the tongue slurps nectar 
from the stem 
a bit of trickery is involved: 
he mounts a fancy camera by his decoy
a flower specially constructed 
with a transparent tube
it lures the hummingbird right in 
he captures all the action 
in glorious 4K
as that fabulous tongue unfurls itself
something never before seen
by the human eye 

haemoglobin:
an interloper in the cloud forest
the whole crew is drained
by altitude sickness
(you get what you deserve) 
he traps hummingbirds in nets 
he holds them between his oily fingers 
as they tremble, hearts beating 

TWO SCIENTISTS JUXTAPOSED IN THE SAME
HUMMINGBIRD DOCUMENTARY
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to the rhythm of fear and 
their hyperactive metabolism
in perfect english he describes 
his experiment:
cruelty in the name of science
with the frightened hummingbird 
trapped under glass
he dials down the oxygen
until it struggles to fly

By J. Archer Avary 
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look at him, comrades, with that red hat
and Fidel Castro beard
could he make it any more obvious?
Papa Smurf was definitely 
a communist 

just hear me out, comrades
Smurf village is totally a Marxist utopia
with no need for money
no exploitation of labour
ample Smurfberries to feed the Smurfy
population, who lives in identical 
mushroom homes adorned 
with portraits of their Dear Leader
Papa Smurf
who is totally a communist

my comrades, take a look at Gargamel
obsessed with gold
and the destruction of Smurf society
it doesn’t take a Rhodes Scholar
to see the symbolism here:
Gargamel is obviously a metaphor
for capitalist brutality

PAPA SMURF WAS A COMMUNIST
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don’t take it from me, comrade:
if Papa Smurf wasn’t
an agent of the Red Menace
why would credible right-wing
newspapers like The National Review 
devote endless column inches 
of breathless thinkpiecery 
to sociopolitical systems at play
in the fictional Smurf universe?

so what if Papa Smurf was a communist?
just look at them holding hands
three apples high 
dancing around the bonfire singing 
“la-laaa la-la-la-laa laa-la-la-la-laaa”
look at their smiling blue faces
does that look like oppression to you?
not a breadline in sight
if that’s communism, I’ll take it

By J. Archer Avary 



Dryad at the Disco 
‘The purpose of nearly all rebirth rites is to unite the above with the

below.’ Carl Jung, Letters Vol. 1 

When we get that report down 
from the clouds, which should be coming 
in the next three to five business 
days, I think we’re all gonna find out 
something we don’t wanna know. 

I remember DJ Sammy 
at the Rangers club 
telling us he’s finding it 
rather hard to believe that 
we’re actually in Heaven, and I 

agreed with him, because surely 
not, although now I’m remembering I 
can’t quite tell if DJ Sammy was in fact 
a ‘he.’ That voice certainly isn’t a ‘he.’ 
And neither was I, nor am I today, it’s just 

that one time I would have liked to rock up 
to the assembly hall in a grey Adidas co-ord, 
fingers round a girl’s hips like fungi clinging 
to a houseplant, sun-sulking and growing 
transparent with freckles bronzing my midfielder 
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veins. A boy is a nymph coaxing songs from an oak tree 
the way a lumberjack takes his shirt off 
and lobs breasts from bark, draining their 
mud-danced milks. I think when Dante made his trees weep in
Hell’s arteries he was trying to say that 

growth is something we all have to earn, even those of us who die
and re-die and re-die under a thousand lights 
in a broadcast of our autopsies. If you find this body somewhere, it
will have been searching for scars under the earth, finding a sign
that this blood is in nature and came first from below.

By Zara Meadows 
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Turn the handle
and the melody
prompts the monkey
to dance and
tip his hat
at a donation.

You open your
change purse
and jingle coins
in my direction.

Bad decision.

I dance with the gypsies -
those wicked, wild wanders,
and they will inveigle
that purse
before you leave
the fair grounds.

No Organ Grinder Lover

By R. Gerry Fabian
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Statue gnarled slump
                 at the luncheonette
over Lentil soup.
Whisker wild whiskey eyes transfix.

Anglo Irish garbled lip service vows wobble
                senile cryptograms.

Grandfather fossil figure
                 secretes slow
                 stumble scuffs
                                  sliding sensations
                 as often as
                 Atlantic sand
strains against the undertow
of foam swell sea water waves.

Captain Bill’s Bar and Grill

By R. Gerry Fabian
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Saying silent prayers
between your legs
on a Sunday morning
of needing to do
nothing else
but catch your breath hard
in your soft mouth
again and again,
the sound of a day
beginning without us
like a song in the air,
a hymn.

THIS IS MY CHURCH

By Edward Lee
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In my dreams
I fight with shadows,
waking with bruises
the size of my fists
covering stretches of skin
that have not been touched
by another’s hand
for years, the taste of blood
tight on my swollen tongue.

NIGHTMARES BORN FROM A DAY OF DYING

By Edward Lee
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kecil means small means missing chapters means
kampung means village means rice means
malam means night means retinue of realities means 
malam malam means every night means
cantik means pretty means stopover means
wanita means woman means
cinta means love means drowning in starlight
means damp twigs means don’t be racist
means learn from your mistakes if you see the human in me

postcolonial dictionary for lovers

By Rowena Joy Newman 
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be our star
be a doll
in a god’s place
blood tooth
cage god
bar girl
dog rot

a body in 
meditative realms
traffic grease
dog rot
gold 
sacred 
my 
cemetery 
dog rot
candles
custard offerings
blood tooth
god rot
our star
parasite

come visit this amazing jungle hideaway

By Rowena Joy Newman 
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The sign of love to you
is to touch your left cheek
by my right hand

Your flush dyes
my quivering fingers,
and affection circulates
through you and me

The Sign

By Yuu Ikeda 
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You are the spreading fire; 
I'm the verdant soul of the forest.
Let's burn together !
Let this embers speak,
Let this ashes draw the map of our lust,
And let this wind, shroud my nudity !
We, the song of loss.
The bricks of the walls,
bleeds the redness of memories..
The paths leading us,
to the shrine of immortals.
We, burning still...
The arrogance, the birth rights
the breathless days and futile mudbeds
Oh..the shattered symbols
of our lives
uttering the same song of loss.
I'm cursing,
the moments, the emotions
and the play of senseless fate !

The song of loss

By Manjusha Hari
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The king drank wine 
pointed guests to his daughter 
supple as an unbroken mare 
and described accurate cracks
in statues of Nereids

Whispers washed over 
and into tumbling flume
bubbled past gills
to Poseidon’s ears
who hit his beast, to break for bricks 

An Oracle, told the king to strap 
his daughter to rocks, naked
let the Cetus take her, in mouth 
and save the city from rampancy
so, he woke Andromeda

Cold chains dug, into her bound wrists 
she watched, clinking at shore 
as a hot tongue burst out
from pulsing wave froth
to sink-slip up and taste flesh

Andromeda
(to be mindful of a man)
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She felt a tentacle inside thighs
squirmed at oozing wetness
dripped her lashes closed
and trembled as the length 
hardened, to one lump of stone 

She spread her eyes and swallowed
Perseus had slain it, with gorgan stare 
gripping dead head, by limp snake hair
the last woman to cross him
was tucked back out of sight
and Andromeda was saved

By Z. D. Dicks
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Zeus saw a Titan from his seat
below, so, he flew at her 
but she turned away
barrelled high as a hawk
low dived, shrank, to an elver 
and hid, a serpent face down

Metis felt him as stone
her tail scales pressed down
as he slipped up jagged
splitting clay from water
she indented a bank
bleeding grit on silt

An Oracle decreed 
A child will be born
and will kill Zeus
as titans fell, so shall he

Zeus chased Metis 
until she turned to a fly 
past his cragged cave of teeth
he swallowed, Metis sharpened 
chipped a workshop from bone
and planished a child’s skin 

Zeus has a Headache 
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In her belly, the baby grew 
as an oyster pearl
shimmered hard in black
it ate its host, an irritation
burning, as a ball of petrol

By Z. D. Dicks
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People’s emotions are powerful
Like waves of wondrous size
Like viscous pools of sea and rain,
Like ocean governed by tides

The hurricane that heaves across the plains,
The whirlpool swallowing ships,
The leaves plucked from the trees by the wind,
The rock, in the caves, that drips

Emotion, fair lady, is a powerful woman,
Dressed head to the toe in gold
For it is she, who makes the grown men cry,
It is she who rules the bold.

Her hair in the wind pricks tears in your eyes,
Her nails scratch fear in your heart,
Her smile paints joyful streaks into souls
and her laughter could tear you apart

She carries the weak up mountains
She drags the sad through seas
She rewards those who strive for greatness 
She takes them to their knees

.

Not everyone cries at movies
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But Lady Emotion isn’t true
As wild and unabashed as she
But she is only what I feel 
And what I feel is free.

Like a ghost she floats to each person,
And blows the sands of life over each
But some have armour built into their bones 
Where her influence cannot breach.

Those people can keep her at bay
Ignore her siren calls from seas
Those people are truly proof
That not everyone cries at movies

By Grace Barnes
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People who believe in the wondrous seem lovely,
I haven’t a problem with them,
But opinions different are the fuel of fires 
So, I leave them to play with their gems

I truly believe there could be a power,
A power so strong it could kill,
It could kill and give life and cause a hell out of spite,
So, I choose to leave it alone 

I don’t believe in nothing,
I have my own beliefs,
From the wind and rain and hills and plains,
It is no accident.

For the world is a mistake
An accident of space.
The world was random carved from atoms and that is a
wondrous thing.

But there is a force to be reckoned with,
A truly lethal wave.
The power grows inside of me,
And it courses through my veins

The Powerful Force
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I am the All Almighty,
I am the lord of life
I am the powerful force above
I am the meaning of life.

It is not vanity you see
I will never rule the tides.
But one thing alone I will.
I am the one to decide.

I am the ruler of my soul, 
I am the leading horse in my parade.
I can change the course of time,
I break down all blockades.

I am the meaning of all life.
As wild as it may seem.
I am the ruler of my destiny
I am the powerful force.

By Grace Barnes
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So, I sit at the keys and bleed 
And the music flows from my fingertips,
It coils and curls in rhythmic time until it is heard by me

I sit and I bleed, and I bleed for hours as the sun sets down in the sky
And I bleed and I bleed for the rest of the night
Until I haven’t a drop left to give.

The music it flows from my fingertips and it coils, and it curls in rhythmic time until it is
heard by me.

Bleed

By Grace Barnes
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